
 

Sweet & Spicy Squash Salad with Crunchy Chickpeas 

Ingredients:  (note - use organic whenever possible)


2 cans chickpeas, rinsed & drained

1 1/2 T extra-virgin olive oil

1/4 t kosher salt


1 Delicata squash

1 T extra-virgin olive oil

1/2 t kosher salt


1 large bunch Lacinato kale (also called Tuscan or Dino Kale)


1 T honey

2 T extra-virgin olive oil

1/4 t red pepper flakes

1/4 t sea salt


1/2 C pepitas


Directions: 

Preheat oven to 400 degrees F.  Pour chickpeas onto a rimmed baking sheet and pat 
dry, using a clean dish towel.  Drizzle extra-virgin olive oil over the top of the chickpeas 
and sprinkle with kosher salt.  Bake for 15 minutes.  Remove from oven to stir 
chickpeas, then continue to bake for another 25-30 minutes.  Periodically stir the 
chickpeas so they don’t burn.  The chickpeas will turn golden brown and crunchy.  
Remove from the baking sheet to a plate and allow to cool to room temperature.


While the chickpeas are roasting, prep the Delicata squash.  Cut the squash in half, 
from stem to base, and scrape-out the seeds from inside.  Slice the squash into half-
moons, approximately 1/2-inch thick.  Set aside.  


Prep the kale.  Rinse kale under cool water, pat dry to remove as much moisture as 
possible.  Divide the bunch in half.  Stack the leaves into a pile on a cutting board and 
slice crosswise into 1/2”-thick pieces (ribbons).  Repeat with the remaining kale.




Once chickpeas are roasted and removed from the baking sheet, place the squash 
pieces onto the sheet and drizzle with extra-virgin olive oil and kosher salt.  Roast for 
20-25 minutes, flipping each piece over half-way through, until each side of the squash 
is browned.  Remove from the oven to cool slightly.  


While the squash is roasting, heat a large skillet over medium-high heat.  Once hot, add 
the extra-virgin olive oil.  Pour the kale pieces into the hot skillet - be careful - if there’s 
any water on the kale, it will splash in the hot oil.  Toss the kale in the hot oil and sauté, 
stirring occasionally, until the kale begins to wilt.  Remove from the skillet to a serving 
bowl or platter.


Mix the dressing ingredients together in a small bowl.


To serve, pile the squash, crispy chickpeas and pepitas over the top of the kale.  
Drizzle the dressing over the top of the salad and serve at room temperature.  


Notes: 
• recipe yields 3-4 servings

• leftovers keep well, in a covered container in the refrigerator, for 2-3 days; chickpeas 

will not remain crispy, but will still taste delicious

• substitute Acorn squash or sweet potato for the Delicata squash, if desired

• substitute sliced almonds or chopped walnuts for the pepitas, if desired


